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1. CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION ON NEW ARTICLE 12A PROPOSEDBY COLOMBIA
(pages 25-28 of revised annotated agenda -document E/CONF.2/C.2/9)
The CHAIRMAN said that before the Committee began discussion of new

Article 12A, proposed by the delegation of Colombia, he wished tosuggest
(1) that the committee should at the same time consider. the amendment
to Article 12 proposed by Chile which appeared at the bottom of page 20

and, the top of page 21 of the revised annotated agenda and which was

closely related to paragraph 1(a) (vi) and paragraph 2 of the new

Article 12A.. His second suggestion referred to paragraph 1 (b)
of the proposed new Article 12A. As double taxation was referred to in

Article. 69 he felt the Committee might wish to refer paragraph 1 (b)
to the Sixth Committee,which was dealing with that Article.

Mr.OLDINI (Chile) agreed with the Chairman's proposal regarding
the Chilean amendment.

Mr.ARAUJO (Colombia)emphasized that Chapter VII of the Draft Charter
dealt solely with the structure and functions of the ITO, and therefore

it would not in order to refer paragraph 1 (b) of the proposed new
Article I2A to the Sixth Committee for connsideration in conection with

Article 69. The question of double taxation was of paramount importance to

esonomically weak countries and paragraph 1. (b) should be considered in

connection with the problem of economic development.

Mr. LIMA (El Salvador) supporting the remarks of the representative
of Colombia, suggested that the amendment submitted by the delegation of

Costa Rica (page 21 of document E/CONF.2/C.2/9) shouldbe discussed at the

same time as the amendments submitted by the delegations of Chile and of

Colombia.
Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) said that the question of double taxation..

was a highly complicated one and should left for experts of the future/Mr.BLAZEJ
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Mr. BLAZEJ (Czechoslovakia) referred to Resolution. No. 67 adopted by the

Economic andSocial Council at its Fifth Session and said that there might
be a duplication of the work done by the Fiscal Commission of the United
Nations, if the study of the problem of double taxation were to be undertaken

by the ITO.

Mr. EUBIN (United States of America) supported the remarks of the

representative of Czechoslovakia end considered that in view of the work being
done by the Fiscal Commission the provisions of Chapter VII of the Draft

Charter should stand as at present drafted. Provision should be made, however,
for co-operation between the ITO end other organizations already operating
in the sane field.

Mr. ADARKER (India) endorsed the remarkedof the representatives of

New Zealand and of the United Kingdom, and considered that the ITO should
deal with the problem of double taxation by means of studies in connection

with Article 69 (c) (ii). Although it was correct that some countries
night be able to deal with the problems of investment and double taxation by
means of bilateral or multilateral regional agreements, most of them could

not do so,

Mr. ARAUJO (Colombia) requested that new Article 12A should be discussed.

paragraph by paragraph in the order in which it was drafted, beginning with

the preamble, Although he agreed with the representative of the

United Kingdom that the matter of double taxation was one for experts to

consider, he felt that the Chapter of the Charter dealing with economic

development should give some directive in the matter.

Mr. COLOCOTRONIS (Greece) said the question of double taxation was of

importance to industrialized as well as to under-developed countries. He
proposed that paragraph 1 (b) of the new Article 12A should be divided into

two parts. The first part relating to the co-ordination of systems of

taxation to facilitate private investment in development countries should
be dealt with by Committee.II. The second part regarding the bases of

taxation, should be dealt with by such committee as might be decided upon
Mr. ARAUJO (Colombia) supported by Mr. OLDINI (Chile) repeated his

request that the proposed Article be discussed in the order in which it

was drafted.

The CHAIRMAN said that in compliance with the request of the

representative of Colombia new Article 12A, including paragraph 1 (b), was

open for discussion. After discussion a decision would be taken as to

which Committee the whole of new Article 12A or paragraph 1 (b) would be

referred..

Mr. FARINA (Uruguay) supported the remarks of the representative of

Czechoslovakia. The problem of double taxation had many aspects and that

/connected with
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connected with economic development was only one of them. Chapter III of
the draft Charter should contain a.clause connecting Article 12A. with the
provisions of Article 69.

Mr. MONGE (Peru) said that had the hones raised by the establishment
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and. Development materialized
it Would, not have been necessary to mention the problem of investments in

the Draft Charter of the ITO.

The delegation of Peru supported. the Colombian proposal, although it

considered. that the second part (paragraphs 2 and 3) did not solve the

problem with which it was concerned..
Mr.COMBS (Australia) said his delegation found the amendment submitted

by the Colombian delegation full of sound suggestions as to the activities of

the ITO in relation to economic development. It felt, however, that the new

Article 12 A contained not only provisions appropriate to the Charter but

also provisions appropriate to the report of the ITO to its first conference.

Mr. Coombs suggested that it should be decided which part of the new

Article 12A might be incorporated in the Charter as a permanent basis for the

future activities of the ITO, and which part should be emodied in a resolution

or a directive to whatever interim organization might be established.

Mr. de VRIES (Netherlands), said that all delegations agreed. with the

principles expressed in the Colombian proposal. He pointed out, however, that
the preamble was not so strongly worded as was paragraph 1 of Article 10,
which referred also to co-operation for economic development.

Referring to the report of the United Nations Secretariat on the functions

and actvitities of Specialized Agencies in the field of economic development
(document E/CONF.2/C.2/4), Mr. de Vries emphasized that there should be no

overlapping of work between those organs and the ITO. He referred to clausee (iv)
of new Article 12A on pages 26 and 27 of document E/CONF.2/C.2/9, and pointed
out that certain of the activities therein mentioned came within the scope of

UNESCOand ILO, WHO and FAO.

The CHAIRMAN presumed that apart from the question of double taxation,
there was no oposition to the principles of the Colombian amendment.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) said that countries could not be expected
to accept a priori, such an undertaking to promote economic development by means
of bilateral treaties or multilateral conventions of a regional nature. Each
regional arrangement had to be studied thoroughly before it was established..
He was inclined to agree witlh the Indian representative that the question of

investments would have to be dealt with on a world-wide rather than on a

regional basis.

/Mr. ADARKAR
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Mr.ADARKAR (India)wasunableto accept,the view that the
economic development of certain regions could be promoted by the.
country es of that region -

re Organiz tion woda entalbedamen able to carry out.its funtal
ctits cn rning wrd trad umnless, at the sael time, i

shouldered its share of the responsibility for economic development.

Although Mr Adarkar did not .consider that economic development
could best p carried out-by regional arrangements, he felt that -TO
might have to Make such arrangements for the provision of technical
assost e. That question should bexleft to the ECeoutive Board t

decide. t e.acceptidc he Colomblan amendment with the exception of the

question of regional arrangements and requested that provisgon concernin

bythe zatiow which ITO would. rant technical assistance, should be

inserted in Article 10.

REMwE7Z..(Cub felt tat the Colombian amendment could be

referred to ITO when established for consideration, but,sfirqt, the

Confeerenc would. have to decide whether it supported its basic principle.
Ze ban delegation had already made clear its attitude concerning

the lac -of proportion which existed between the comercial and trade.

provisions ofTNhe Charter and those which related to empopymentand
economic developmen. [On reading the Charter, it would seem that the -

proiperlty of the world depended exclusively on the esixpa of

interartonaal trae]. For that reason a sub-committee or study group
woudlhave to be created to consider theCGolombian proposal and to decide
how much of it should. be included in the Charter and how mch shhould be

onsiereda ta later date.

Mr,.Gutierrez did not deny that certain aspects of the proposal
were already covered in the terms of reference of the International

Bank and FAO, but the specific question of economic development was not
being dealt with 'b ainyspecialized agency.

C/TheHAIFMaA
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The CHAIRMAN drew the Cuban representative's attention to the terms

of reference of the Joint Sub-Committee, according to which, in his opinion

the Colombian amendment would be referred.

On the understanding that the Joint Sub-Committee would be able to

devote sufficient attention to the proposal, Mr. GUTIEERREZ withdrew hie

proposal for a separate sub-committee.
Mr. MELANDER(Norway) associated himself with the remarks which

had been made by the United Kingdom representative. The problems of

economic development were being studied by the Sub-Commission on

Economic Development of the Economic and Social Council and by specialized

agencies and it was essentially to prevent ITO from becoming a super-

organization with authority over all the various economic and social

organizations.

His country was in need of capital and technical assistance from

other countries and he therefore recognized the problems of economic

under-development. The principal function of ITO [however] wasthe
promotion of international trade and if it were to be overburdened with

work in its early stages, it would be impossible for it to carry out even

its specific tasks concerning the expansion of trade.

There was no need to make a particular reference to regional
arrangements in the Charter. He was also not convinced of the desirability

of the reference to the creation of technical institutions, for in that

way, the functions of ITO might be by-passed.

Mr.LIEU (Chine) considered that paragraphs 1 and 2 could be referred

for study to the Organization where established, but that some reference

to the provisions of paragraph 3 should be included in the Charter. ITO
had to take into account the amount of assistance which was being granted
to a country by other countries.

Mr. TORRES (Brazil) regarded economic development as the positive aspect
of the expansion of international trade.

Parts of the Colombian amendment duplicated certain provisions of the

Charter and the terms of reference of the specialized agencies. In as

much as ITO should carryout positive work concerning economic development,
the duplicating of the activities of other organizations would only serve

to defeat that purpose.

A committee on economic development would have to be created to act

as a counterpart to the Tariff Committee and the Charter would have to

state clearly that if oth - bodies were not undertaking particular
activities concerning economic development, ITO would carry out those

activities.

/The Colombian
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The Colombian amendmentshould be referred to the Joint Sub-Committee
and to help in the-consideration-of the question, the Secretariat should
circulate a summary of the report of the Sub-Commission on Economic
Development. - ;

Mr. MACEIAM (Iieland) shared the doubts of the Norwegian representative
concerning the advcsabclity, at this stage, of extending the funotions-of
ITOameamndment.be ln the Colombian nendment.

Ireland wae neitler so under-developed that it would want the
assistance specified'in the proposal nor was it rich enough to give
substantial aid to other- countries. He hoped, therefore, that the
Col ibian representative had had'in mind the fact that countries in the
position of'his own could not be bound by the terms of paragraph 1. The
ub-Comittee should redraft the paragraph to make that point quito clear.

Mr. IGONET (Fra ce) explained :that it was not the purpose of the
Charter to-create v super-organization, but to indicate the means by
which interuationXl"economic order could be established. If international
action was toehave useful'resules, it would have to show th economic
interdependence of al countries, eand to that end, the Chartr should not

contain too many obligations. -

It wad not for the Conference to decide whether regional arragezenta
should be encotiage or enlarged. The Colombian amendment:should be

examined by the Joint Sub-Committee and it should be noted that it would
serve as a form of agenda for a further study of this question.

Mr;ARAIJO-(Colombia) said that in the original Draft Charter which
had been discussed in London there had only been a very brief reference to
economic development. At the ir'tigtion of the Braziliat delegation,
the point of view of the under-developed countries was given a larger place
in the Charter, and at Geneva, Chapter III had been adopted it its-present
form. - Abstract' far-reaching expressions of principle,cieverjbwere not

sunficient and it was fair to say that the questions -of employment axd
economic development did not hav an adequate place in the Charte

It had been argued that those questions were being dealt with by other
Specialized agencies. MreAraujo drew attention to -tatemants which had
b en made by repieb6ntatives of the Bank and&FAO-to the effeot that-the
former would not have sufficient technical staff, nor the latter sufficient
resources to be able to give countries financial 'and technical' assistance

concerning econoahc development
The Commlttee had to decide whether it wished to be nitente with-

an abstract expression-of tcipleancl the cbnviction'that'by regulating
/trade
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trade, greater aconomicdevelopment would result, or whether it wished to
lay on clear an specific provision for the future.

TheCHAIRMANannounced that the new Article 12Aproposed by Colombia,
would be referred to the Joint Sub-Committee of Committees V and VI. He
drewthe attention of the Joint Sub-Committee particularly to the suggestions

and pointsmadeby the representatives of Australia, Cuba, Chinaand Ireland.


